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1. At the sixth meeting of the First Committee, 8 December 1947, the
Chairman appointed a Sub-committee which was instructed to examine the text
of Article 4 with the new proposals relating to the subject matter thereof
and to prepare a text for submission to the full Committee (see
E/CONF.2/C.1/8 with Add.1).
2. Representatives of the following delegations were appointed members
of the Sub-committee: Argentina, Ceylon China, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakis,
Denmark, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Turkey, Union of South Africa,
United States of America and Uruguay.
3. Mr. D. K. LIEU (China) served as Chairman of the Sub-committee.
4. The representatives of the delegations of the Philippines and of Haiti
attended the meetings of the Sub-committee when proposals originating with
those delegations were under discussion. The Sub-committee also had the
benefit of expert advice from the representative of the International Labour

Organization.
5. After a discussion of the points of substance in the Sub-committee

Drafting Group was constituted, comprising representatives of the delegation
of Mexico, the Union of South Africa and the United States of America. The
text prepared by this Drafting Group was subsequently considered and modified
by the full Sub-committee.
6 In the course of its deli erations the Sub-committee examined the
proposals appearing in the following documents:

E/CONF.2/11/Add.3 (Argentina)
E/CPeru)F,2lJ./A4 (
1)CdF., /Ad.(Beurmq)
NFExC11/./Ad28d...xiXM)ec
EON/CF.11/Add.312/ (xiMeco)

CONC.F/11UAdd/.3.( eylon)E/CONF.2/C.1/3/Add.1 (Haiti)
E/CONF.2/C.1/3/Add.2(Uruguay)E/CONF.2/C.1/3/Add.3 (Union of South Africa)E/CONF.1/C.1/3/Add.4(Philippines)

E/CONF.2/C.1/3/Add.5 (Colombia)
E/CONF.2/C.1/3/Add.1 (Consequential Amendment by the United States

of America)
/7. In addition,
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7. In addition, in accordance with the procedure established in

E/CONF.2/C.1/8/Add.1, and in agreement with the delegation of Mexico, the
Chairmen of sub-committees A and B agreed that the proposal by the
delegation of Mexico for a proviso to paragraph 1 (b) of Article 6
(E/CONF.2/11/Add.31) should be considered by Sub-committee A rather than
Sub-committee B to which it had been referred originally. Accordingly,
account has been taken of that proposal in redrafting Article 4.
8. The Sub-committee held four meetings and reached agreement on the

accompanying text. The representative of the delegation of Argentina
indicated that while be was prepared provisionally to agree with the text
produced by the Sub-committee, it might be necessary for his delegation,
after it had had an opportunity to examine a Spanish translation of the

text, to express certain views concerning that text in the full Committee.
The representative of the delegation of Mexico indicated that his delegation
reserves its position for discussion in the full Committee on the relation
between the present proposed text and the amendment put forward by that
delegation earlier for a provision relating to nondiscriminatory treatment'
of labour. The discussions in the Sub-committee were characterized

throughout by a spirit of conciliation and co-operation on the part of all

delegations participating. The members of the Sub-committee desire to

record their special appreciation of the manner in which the Chairman

conducted the proceedings.

9. In the view of the Sub-committee the text which it is recommendrng for

consideration and approval by the full Committee is in most respects
self-explanatory. Accordingly in this report the Sub-committee is confining
its remarks largely to observations concerning tae reletion between the

present text and the amendments which were under consideration.
Paragraph 1

10. In the drafting of the first sentence of paragraph 1 the Sub-committee
was prompted by the amendment proposed by the delegation of Mexico to the

effect that a reference should be made in the Article to the safeguarding
of the rights acquired by labour, especially those embodied in the '

Declaration of the Aims and Purposes of the International Labour Organization
adteopd by theLOI Conference at Philadelphia iMan y 41.In94thse ueof
the words "international declarations" the Sub-committee had in mind

particularly this Declaration. It was felt by the bSu-coitmmtee thatthis

language (together with the references elsewhere inthe Chaprte "tolarge and

steadily growing...effective demand") also covered thep roposal ofthe

delegation of the Philippines concerning the importance of social security
since the Declaration of Philadelphia stsesses thse ignificance of social

/security
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security measures. The language of this first sentence was, however, drafted

sufficiently broadly to include not only the Philadelphia Declaration but

any other international instruments whereby rights of workers were established.
11. In the second sentence the Sub-committee has incorporated the proposal
of the delegation of Argentine that "wages" should be specifically mentioned.
By its use of the word "improvement" in this sentence the Sub-committee feels
that it has also embodied the substance of the amendment proposed by the
delegation of Burma.
12. In the third sentence the Sub-committee has endeavoured to take account
of various proposals which were made concerning the use previously of the

words "production for export". The present language indicates that the

sentence is concerned with any unfair labour conditions which create

difficulties in international trade.

13. The Sub-committee has not retained the words "throughout its territory"
which appeared in the text submitted by the Preparatory Committee. The

Sub-committee is of the opinion that these words are unnecessary since the

sense is clear without them, but that the central Drafting Committee might

consider from a drafting point of view whether or not they should be

retained. The representative of the delegation of Turkey indicated that

his delegation wight find it necessary during the discussion of this matter
in the First Committee to suggest that the words "within its territory" be

inserted.

Paragraph 2

14. The prein itext of pargarah 2 is identical with the correspondlng
sentence in the text submitted by the Preparatory Committee.

Pargaea3
15. The tez of the new parageh 3 wee peared an the basis of various

suggestions which were made in the original amendments concerning the
division of functions between the LO and the ITO (e.g., the amendments.

proposed by the delegations of Ceylon, Colombia and the Union of South

Africa). In view of the special competence of the ILO in the field of

labour standards it was considered desirable to provide in the Article

itsaf for oasutaation beatween the ILO and the ITO. This peraraph.we
also desianed to meet tahe requirements of those countries which hd proposed
various procedur s for dealing with situations in which a Member felt it

necessary to protect its industries from the competition of products produced
urder unfair conditions of labour (e.g., the amendments proposed by the

de gations of Ch ombia, Mexicho and Uruguay). The present.lnguage of.ti

paragraph is intended to bring out explicitly the relationship between this

Article and the procedure established in Article 90 for the reference of

matters to the Organization.
16. The Sub-committee
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16. The Sub-committee recognizes that in the proposed text specific
provision has not been made for non-discrimination in the treatment of labour
as proposed by the delegations of Mexico and Haiti. During the discussion

of this matter in the Sub-committee note was taken of the work being done on
this subject by the ILO and by such other bodies as the Commission on Human
Rights and its Sub-commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the
Protection of Minorities. The majority of members of the Sub-committee felt
that the question of non-discrimination in respect of the employment of

labour could not be dealt with appropriately or adequately in a charter of
an international trade organization. To the extent, however, that provisions

concerning non-discriminatory treatment of labour may have been, or may in
the future be, incorporated in other "international declarations, conventions
and agreements" to which Members may subscribe the present language of the

Article recognizes that measures relating to employment must take fully into
account any such provisions.
Location of the Article
17. The Sub-committee has learned that Sub-committee B of the First
Committee proposes a re-arrangement rof the iA ticles nthehChapterwerby
the Article on"Fair Lebour Standards"ere wedfrroroiuldrsmvm tspeent
position between two Articles on balanceen-of-paymts questions toa position
at the end of the Chapter in order to s cure continuity in the provisions
relating to balances of payments. The Sub-committee agrees withthe
suggestion that for this reason the ArticileLabon far our stsandldards hou

appear at the end of CIhapter I.

Fai Labour Standards Q'r. -
1recognizetg. e 'Mmbers t measures relating tot emke-ploymentmusb a&.

unt the rightsfofworully into aconss of woldrkers tions,under intrtonsa1claraip;
co.nventions and.agreements They recognizeae that all countries hav
cchievemommon nterest in theannt and maintenanaardnce ofsfir labourstiiis
,related to productand worki in the impraodvwoemennt of wages 6ni6 rg

cosSinprdndi s'a avanceconivity may peersrmictg.iz' Te Membre-roon
that unfaionbour conditions, particularonforexport,creately in productiO.e-~

dniffoiculties i interatieal-radeachMembershalle, and, accordingly'
take whatever action may be appropreliminatesuchiate and feasible to
conditions.
2 rs 'iIchae also 'membrs of the InturOrganizatginoernational Leboi'~

htshall co-operate itat oingrganitzathisundertaking.ion in gvneffec'o t
l3. TheInternatr'nL'bour Organization sinallmahell be consultedaUers
relating to abour standards that may beExcreferrBed dorto the'ative oa

to the Conference in accordance witho the pclerovision0s f Arti 9.


